
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This chapter is divided into two sections, conclusions and suggestions. The

conclusions are written based on the formulated research questions. It comprises the

final conclusion of each objective in this research. Besides, in the second section,

some suggestions in regard to the research are provided for some related parties.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the findings and discussion, this part contained of the conclusion

related to the flouting maxims utterance which done in some reasons by Spider-Man:

Into Spider-Verse movie. There were four kind of flouting maxims found in this

research, they were: flouting maxim of quantity, flouting maxim of quality, flouting

maxim of relevance, and flouting maxim of manner. For example, “Pretty sure just

called me fat” as flouting maxim of quantity, “I’m fine, I’m fine. Just resting” as

flouting maxim of quality “Yeah! Just ironing my last shirt” as flouting maxim of

relevance, and “Miles, you’ve given it two weeks. We’re not having this

conversation” as flouting maxim of manner.

From the data findings, the reasons why the characters flout the maxim were

representatives, directives, commissives, and expressives. The most reasons used in

the movie were directives and commissives. These two reasons were frequently

appeared because the users had intention to make the hearer did something from

speaker utterances and plan for future action.

Related to teaching and learning process, the data findings could be references

for teacher and student to make a successful communication by understanding the

meaning of each utterances delivered by the speaker. Moreover, the speaker and

hearer would not be lead into misunderstanding of the utterances.



5.2 Recommendation

In this section, some recommendation in regard to the research were provided

for some related parties as follows:

For the readers of this research, it was better to have basic understanding about

flouting maxims before reading this research. Since this research aims to give more

understanding to the readers about maxim flouting in used, having basic knowledge

about Cooperative Principle in which flouting maxims becomes the main part.

For the other researchers, a further study related to flouting maxims and reasons

in Spider-Man: Into Spider-Verse movie was recommended. In general, the

weakness of this research was that it just focused on the used of maxim flouting and

reasons without tried to relate it with another topic except education. In addition, the

next researcher could use this theory to analyze another topic by finding the type and

the reason at the same time.
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